What are the terms for the following marriage practices?
- Within groups/outside groups? Single/multiple spouses? Marriage exchanges?

What is descent?
- What are the three ways for tracing descent?
- Can you draw a kinship diagram?

What is the difference between sex and gender?
- How do males and females differ biologically?
- Is sexual behavior universal? Are there any universal sexual taboos?
- How many genders are there?
- When did the first and second waves of feminism begin?
- What is the belief that males are biologically superior to females?
- What is it called when males socially dominate females?
- How are ideas of gender institutionalized?
- What did the tea part show K. Anne Pyburn in “Worthless Women”?
- What did Blueboy tell us about gender in “Sitting on the Outters”?

What is the taxonomic binomial name for the human species?
- How many chromosomes do humans have?

Is race a biologically useful category among humans?
- Can we divide humans into discrete racial groups? Why or why not?
- How is this idea perpetuated in US society?
- What is the definition and application of the following concepts?
  - Racism
  - Prejudice
  - Discrimination
  - Segregation
  - Ethnicity
  - Genocide

What is the difference between churches, sects and cults?
- What do we call religious groups that advocate strict, literal interpretations of sacred texts?
- What are the two types of religious specialists?
- What types of supernatural forces/entities exist among human groups?
- What is a rite of passage? Can you provide some examples of these?
- What do we call symbolic social practices often associate with religion?

What are the key details of the prophet Mohammed’s life?
- What are names and details of the Five Pillars of Islam?
- What is the origin of the Shi’ite/Sunni distinction?
- Who is Allah?
- What is the difference between Muslim and Islam?
- What does “Quran” mean? Hijra?

Buddhism
- What does Buddhism call the path to spiritual enlightenment?
- What are the Four Noble Truths to existence?
- What is the Tao?
- What is the main emphasis of Confucianism?
- How do we define the term syncretism?
From class, what are examples of this term?

What is a game?

What countries does Conrad Kottak focus on in “Being vs. Doing in International Sports”?

How do we define the term health?

What do social epidemiologists uses to measure the health of a population?

What is the difference between epidemic, pandemic and endemic?

In what countries do we find socialized medicine?

How does the article “Little Dove” display medical pluralism?
  - What are the ideas of medicine in this article that differ from those of biomedicine?

What is the difference between disease and illness?

What is the difference between infectious disease and chronic disease?
  - What are examples of each?

Who is Morgan Spurlock?

What was his experiment?

What is the history of fast food that Eric Schlosser details in Fast Food Nation?

What do we call the academic study of populations?

What is the difference between Modernization Theory and Dependency Theory/World Systems Theory?

What do we call social changes that result from industrialization?

What is this difference between globalization and transnationalism?

How are these terms interrelated?

What did George Ritzer say about these processes?

What countries are looked at in Golden Arches East?

How do birthdays factor in to McDonald’s entering East Asian markets?

What additions were made to McDonald’s in East Asian?

What examples from this reading display how the actually fast food dining experience is not natural, but rather culturally constructed?
  - Standing in lines? Self provisions? Seating one? Busing the table?
  - Service with a smile?

What are the major political reforms that were implemented under Mao in the Peoples Republic of China?

What was the goal of each of these reforms?